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Drone Rigger
Metatype: Dwarf; Male; Age: 25; Height: 1.2m; Weight: 54kg
Total Karma: 0; Current Karma: 0; Street Cred: 0; Notoriety: 0;
Public Awareness: 0

Attributes
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .Body 3

. . . . . . . . . . . .Agility 4
. . . . . . . .Reaction 4/6
. . . . . . . . . .Strength 3
. . . . . . . . . .Charisma 2

. . . . . . . . . . .Intuition 5
. . . . . . . . . . . . .Logic 4

. . . . . . . . .Willpower 3

. . . . . . . . . . . . .Edge 3
. . . . . . . . .Essence 4.5
. . . . . . .Initiative 9/11

. . .Initiative Passes 1

Active Skills
6 Aeronautics Mechanic 2 (Log)

6 Automatics 2 (Agi)

6 Automotive Mechanic 2 (Log)

8 Computer* (Log)

8 Data Search* (Log)

8 Electronic Warfare 4 (Log)

7 Gunnery 3 (Agi)

8 Hardware* (Log)

6 Locksmith 2 (Agi)

7 Perception 2 (Int)

12 Pilot Aircraft 6 (Rea)

9 Pilot Anthroform 3 (Rea)

10 Pilot Ground Craft 4 (Rea)

8 Software* (Log)

* Electronics Group 4

Knowledge Skills
7 Computer Background 3 (Log)

9 Hospital Routes 4 (Int)

10 Local Junkyards 5 (Int)

9 Pirate Trid Broadcasts 4 (Int)

8 Safe Houses 3 (Int)

8 Sci-Fi Sims 3 (Int)

Language Skills
7 Cantonese 2
7 English 2

(Cityspeak +2)
N Japanese

Metatype Abilities

Enhanced Senses covers any improved or augmented senses beyond the
normal human range of awareness. This includes low-light and
thermographic vision, improved hearing and smell, heat-sensing organs,
natural sonar, and so on.

Enhanced Senses: Thermographic Vision

Resistance: Pathogens and Toxins +2

Positive Qualities

A character with the Aptitude quality is a prodigy in one
particular skill. Characters with this quality may improve one
Active skill one point above its natural maximum to a 7. Note
that this doesn't actually increase a skill that's currently at
Rating 6; it just opens the door for further advancement.
Increasing a skill level beyond 6 costs double the normal
Karma Cost (see Character Improvement, p. 269).

The Aptitude quality may be taken during character creation
to allow a beginning character to start with a skill of 7. If a
character takes advantage of this quality, the cost for raising
the skill from 6 to 7 is also twice normal, or 8 BP.

Characters may only take the Aptitude quality once.

Reminder: You must add the skill this applies to on the
Active tab before you can choose which skill this quality
applies to.

Aptitude: Pilot Aircraft

Negative Qualities

A character with the Allergy quality is allergic to a substance
or condition. The value of this quality depends on two
factors. First, determine whether the substance or condition
is Uncommon (2 BP) or Common (7 BP). Then determine
the severity of the symptoms: Mild (3 BP), Moderate (8 BP),
or Severe (13 BP). Add the appropriate point values to find
the final value. For example, the value of an Uncommon
Moderate Allergy is 10 (2 + 8) points.

The Allergy Table gives descriptions of conditions and
severity.

Allergy, Uncommon (Moderate): Gold

Characters with Low Pain Tolerance are particularly sensitive
to pain; they incur a -1 wound modifier for every 2 boxes of
cumulative damage, instead of the normal 3 boxes.

Low Pain Tolerance

A character with the Weak Immune System quality is more
susceptible to infection by disease than normal. The
character gains a -2 dice pool modifier to any tests for
resisting diseases. Weak Immune System often results from
immuno-suppression treatments used in cybersurgery and
bio-genetic procedures, so it's reasonable to believe that
characters that have undergone extensive body modification
are more likely to acquire this quality.

Weak Immune System

Defenses
Ranged: 6
Melee Dodge: 6
Unarmed Strike Parry: 3

Edge Pool

Contacts

Connection: 2 Loyalty: 2
Fixer

Physical Damage Stun Damage

Validation Report (0 issues): Nothing identified

MJ
Typewriter
Pawn Broker

MJ
Line
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Identities

Lifestyles: (1 month) Low Lifestyle
Licenses & SINs: Fake SIN (3)

Identity: Specify Name

Armor
Armor Vest 6 / 4

Firearms & Heavy Weapons

Ammo Usage : 20 (c):
76P v B

Semi-Automatic : 6P v B, 7 /7
Burst Fire: 8P or -2 Def, 7 /5
Long Burst: 11P or -5 Def, 5
Full Auto : 15P or -9 Def, 1
Modifications: Gas-Vent 2 System, Laser Sight
Explosive Rounds: +1 v B, _____/200

HK MP-5 TX 10/40/80/150

Melee & Other Weapons
32S v IUnarmed Strike Reach: –

Cyberware (Essence: 1.5)

Essence: 0.5Control Rig

Modifications: Eye Recording Unit, Flare Compensation, Image
Link, Low-Light Vision, Thermographic Vision

Essence: 0.3Cybereyes (2)

Essence: 0.1Datajack
Essence: 0.6Reaction Enhancers (2)

Gear (Cash: 1000¥)
Autopicker (1)
Dropped to Ground
Maglock Passkey (4)
Shop, Automotive Mechanic
Tool Kit, Automotive Mechanic

Modifications: Response Upgrade (5), Signal Upgrade (5), Sim
Module, Modified for Hot Sim

Programs: Clearsight (4), Command (5) 9 , Defense (4), ECCM
(5), Electronic Warfare (4), Encrypt (5) 9 , Firewall (5),
Maneuver: Pilot Aircraft (4), Maneuver: Pilot Ground Craft (4),
Scan (5) 9 , Stealth (5) 8 , System (5), Targeting:
Automatics (4), Targeting: Heavy Weapons (4)

Transys Avalon Commlink

Commlinks

Firewall: 5, Response : 5, Signal : 5, System:
5
Matrix Initiative: 10
Matrix Defense : 10 (Full Defense: 10 )
Matrix DR: 5 (3 vs. Black IC)
Modifications: Response Upgrade (5), Signal

Upgrade (5), Sim Module, Modified for Hot
Sim

Programs: Clearsight (4), Command (5) 9 ,
Defense (4), ECCM (5), Electronic Warfare (4),
Encrypt (5) 9 , Firewall (5), Maneuver: Pilot
Aircraft (4), Maneuver: Pilot Ground Craft (4),
Scan (5) 9 , Stealth (5) 8 , System (5),
Targeting: Automatics (4), Targeting: Heavy
Weapons (4)

Transys Avalon Commlink

Vehicles

(Van), Handling : +0, Accel: 5/10, Speed : 90, Pilot: 2, Body:
16, Armor: 8, Sensor : 1
Modifications: Response Upgrade (4), Rigger Adaptation, Signal

Upgrade (4)
Programs: Firewall (4), Pilot (4)

GMC Bulldog Step-Van

Handling : +0, Accel: 10/25, Speed : 100, Pilot: 3, Body: 3,
Armor: 6, Sensor : 3
Modifications: Response Upgrade (4), Rigger Adaptation, Signal

Upgrade (4), Weapon Mount
Weapons: Ingram White Knight
Programs: Firewall (4), Pilot (4)

GMC-Nissan Doberman

Handling : +0, Accel: 10/25, Speed : 100, Pilot: 3, Body: 3,
Armor: 6, Sensor : 3
Modifications: Response Upgrade (4), Rigger Adaptation, Signal

Upgrade (4), Weapon Mount
Weapons: Ingram White Knight
Programs: Firewall (4), Pilot (4)

GMC-Nissan Doberman

Handling : +0, Accel: 5/20, Speed : 75, Pilot: 3, Body: 2,
Armor: 0, Sensor : 2
Modifications: Rigger Adaptation

Lockheed Optic-X

Handling : +1, Accel: 3/15, Speed : 15, Pilot: 3, Body: 1,
Armor: 0, Sensor : 2
Modifications: Rigger Adaptation

Lone Star iBall, Offensive

Handling : +0, Accel: 10/25, Speed : 100, Pilot: 3, Body: 3,
Armor: 2, Sensor : 3
Modifications: Response Upgrade (4), Rigger Adaptation, Signal

Upgrade (4), Weapon Mount
Weapons: HK-227X
Programs: Firewall (4), Pilot (4)

MCT-Nissan Roto-drone

Handling : +0, Accel: 10/25, Speed : 100, Pilot: 3, Body: 3,
Armor: 2, Sensor : 3
Modifications: Response Upgrade (4), Rigger Adaptation, Signal

Upgrade (4), Weapon Mount
Weapons: HK-227X
Programs: Firewall (4), Pilot (4)

MCT-Nissan Roto-drone

Handling : +1, Accel: 2/10, Speed : 10, Pilot: 3, Body: 0,
Armor: 0, Sensor : 1
Modifications: Rigger Adaptation

Shiawase Kanmushi

Contacts

Connection: 2 Loyalty: 2
Mechanic

Background & Personal Details
The Drone Rigger loves to be elbows-deep in his latest
project - tweaking and adjusting it until it runs ten times
better than it ever did straight out of the box. Otherwise,
he prefers to be &quot;inside&quot; one of his drones -
his mind joined to its electronic circuitry, moving it as if it
were his own body. His services are in high demand;
drones are prized for surveillance, protection, and attack.
On shadowruns, he can direct his cadre of mechanical
servants to perform jobs that are too touchy (or too
dangerous) for live teammates to do. The drones' wide
range of sizes - from small enough to fit in a pocket to
large enough to carry an entire team - means he's got an
option for every eventuality.
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Positive Qualities

A character with the Aptitude quality is a prodigy in one particular
skill. Characters with this quality may improve one Active skill one
point above its natural maximum to a 7. Note that this doesn't
actually increase a skill that's currently at Rating 6; it just opens the
door for further advancement. Increasing a skill level beyond 6
costs double the normal Karma Cost (see Character Improvement,
p. 269).

The Aptitude quality may be taken during character creation to
allow a beginning character to start with a skill of 7. If a character
takes advantage of this quality, the cost for raising the skill from 6
to 7 is also twice normal, or 8 BP.

Characters may only take the Aptitude quality once.

Reminder: You must add the skill this applies to on the Active tab
before you can choose which skill this quality applies to.

Aptitude: Pilot Aircraft

Negative Qualities

A character with the Allergy quality is allergic to a substance or
condition. The value of this quality depends on two factors. First,
determine whether the substance or condition is Uncommon (2 BP)
or Common (7 BP). Then determine the severity of the symptoms:
Mild (3 BP), Moderate (8 BP), or Severe (13 BP). Add the
appropriate point values to find the final value. For example, the
value of an Uncommon Moderate Allergy is 10 (2 + 8) points.

The Allergy Table gives descriptions of conditions and severity.

Allergy, Uncommon (Moderate): Gold

Characters with Low Pain Tolerance are particularly sensitive to
pain; they incur a -1 wound modifier for every 2 boxes of
cumulative damage, instead of the normal 3 boxes.

Low Pain Tolerance

A character with the Weak Immune System quality is more
susceptible to infection by disease than normal. The character gains
a -2 dice pool modifier to any tests for resisting diseases. Weak
Immune System often results from immuno-suppression treatments
used in cybersurgery and bio-genetic procedures, so it's reasonable
to believe that characters that have undergone extensive body
modification are more likely to acquire this quality.

Weak Immune System

Metatype Abilities

Enhanced Senses covers any improved or augmented senses
beyond the normal human range of awareness. This includes low-
light and thermographic vision, improved hearing and smell, heat-
sensing organs, natural sonar, and so on.

Enhanced Senses: Thermographic Vision

Resistance: Pathogens and Toxins +2

Contacts

Connection Rating: 2
Loyalty Rating: 2
Uses : Jobs and cred, information, gear, additional contacts
Places to Meet : Wherever the fixer wants: typical places include local
bars or clubs, coffee shops, street corners where surveillance is next
to impossible
Similar Contacts : Fence, loan shark, Mr. Johnson

Quite simply, the fixer is a shadowrunner's most important contact.
Like a spider at the center of a web radiating out in all directions, the
fixer's got the connections, the hookups, and the rep to make or
break a runner's career. Whatever you need, he can get it for you:
jobs, guns, info, wheels - you name it, and he'll come up with it
sooner or later. For a price, of course. In the shadows, nothing's free.

Fixers live and die by their connections. They know everybody, or at
least it seems that way. Think of the fixer as a combination
employment agency, procurement firm, and allpurpose fence: they earn
their keep by what they know, who they know, and how well they canbroker deals between people who need things and the people whoprovide those things. When a corporate Mr. Johnson needs somebodyto steal a rival's prototype or "persuade" their head scientist that she'dbe happier elsewhere, he calls a fixer to find the best team for the job.When a street samurai has some hot swag he needs to unload in ahurry, the fixer's the go-to guy who can use his connections to get thebest price. When a team needs some special expertise that they don'tnormally possess (say, a hacker to get them past a corp's securitysystem), a quick call to the fixer gets them what they need.One thing fixers aren't, though, is cheap. They get their cut one wayor another for every transaction - a percentage of your payment for arun, a little off the top for every piece of gear they fence - and thebetter the fixer, the higher the cut's going to be. Get on his good sideand he might just give you a discount. It's wise to do that anyway: afixer's good side is a very good place to be, and if you end up on hisbad side - well, you didn't really want to work in this town again, didyou?

Fixer

Contacts

Connection Rating: 2
Loyalty Rating: 2
Uses : Repair services, used wheels, and other vehicles
Places to Meet : Local garage, gas station, automobile chop shop,
usedcar lot, aircraft hangar
Similar Contacts : Tech Wizard

If you live and die by your vehicles, the mechanic is somebody you
can't afford to be without. A wizard with anything that drives, flies, or
floats, she can fix it when it's broken and customize it to do things
nobody reading its original specs would suspect it was capable of.
Give her enough time and enough cred and she can get even the
worst junkyard-fodder up and running again, though keep in mind that
the truly hopeless cases are going to cost you extra - in some cases
a lot extra.

In addition to keeping your existing ride happy and fixing it when it's
broken, the mechanic can also find you a new one. Whether it's cheap
wheels, a replacement for that drone that got shot down in last
week's run, or that trickedout luxury sports car you've had your eye
on, she can probably get her hands on it for you.

Mechanic




